Ash class newsletter
Autumn Second half of Summer term 2021
Mrs Hunt
E-mail: shunt@offwell-primary.devon.sch.uk

Dear Parents and Carers,
As we enter the last half term of this year, we warmly welcome William, Skylar and Sophie
to Ash class. We always enjoy getting to know our new children and their families.
With the sun finally arriving, please can we ask that all children bring a named water bottle
and sunhat to school (there are some legionnaire style ones available to buy from the school
office). You may also like to apply sun cream before the school day. Please talk to us, if you
are concerned about sun safety.
We are starting this half term by looking at the
season of Summer and how things change, at this
time of year. We are pleased with our beans, peas
and potatoes, that are all growing steadily and are
delighted with our new Bug Hotel that is already
providing shelter for lots of mini-beasts.
Over the following few weeks will look at being ‘Out and About.’ We will explore
different forms of transport and learn new skills by reading and creating our own maps. If
you get the chance to look at atlases, maps or Google Earth
with your child at home, that would be wonderful! There
are so many things to learn, from what blue on a map
represents, to the names of different countries and new
vocabulary. We may also compare different environments
and invent our own travel stories, based on books such as
‘Mr. Gumpy’s Outing.’
We hope to fit in at least two more welly walks to the
woods – details to follow – and are keeping our fingers crossed, that changes to covid
restrictions may allow us to have a school Sports’ Day.
As always, please do ask if you have any queries or concerns. We look forward to a sunny
and busy half term together.
Kind regards
Sally Hunt

